
Introducing  

Umbrella Ware
“A companion for every Scrabble players.” 

TARGET MARKET:

• Board game players
• Outdoor decks and Poolside patio table owners 

FEATURES:

• Female connector design 
• Male connector design
• Permanent magnets

 

PATENT INFORMATION:

Patent pending. 

SUMMARY:

 The Umbrella Ware pole system allows for 
various system devices to be connected to and 
rotated manually around the pole while resting 
on the table surface. The system design allows 
for the installation and removal of system gaming 
boards, food service trays, and container holders 
without having to remove the pole. The devices 
can be rotated 360 degrees around the pole, 
counterclockwise or clockwise. The system fea-
tures two (2) halves: one with a female connector 
design and one with a male connector design. The 
connectors utilize permanent magnets to attract 
and hold the two halves together with tensile 
strength. The magnets are embedded in the male 

halves of the rectangular-shaped insertion pins 
as well as in the female halves of the rectangular-
shaped receptacle cavities. This mechanical con-
nection provides the sheer strength required while 
rotating the connected devices around the pole. 
 
The halves can easily be separated with modest 
force. The male halves of the system provide the 
hooking mechanism for typical umbrella pole 
diameters (1.5 in. +/- 0.25 in. nominal diameter). 
This half can be as simple as a U-shaped hook or 
a utility-sized circular or rectangular tray of vari-
ous sizes for game parts, food, and drink holders. 
The female halves can also be of various sizes and 
shapes for carrying gaming boards and gaming 
components, as well as food service trays and 
container holders. The male and female halves 
are not required to be of matching dimensions 
except at the connector.

Umbrella Ware

Female Magnetic Receptacles. 
See how it works!

Watch the video at 
www.umbrellaware.com
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Umbrella Ware
_____________________________ 

Michael Hewett

About the Developer
Michael Hewett from Orondo, WA, thought about creating the Umbrella 
Ware while playing Scrabble with his wife.  Michael contacted the Mars Rising 
Network and had a provisional and design patent application filed and had 
the invention designed properly so that he may see success with this great 
idea and turn it into a real product. He is actively seeking a company that 
would have an interest in licensing the product for a royalty. Working with 
Mars Rising Network, this essential new design concept was refined and 
prepared to be presented as a commercial product. He actively seeking 
a company that would have an interest in partnering with him to get this 
patent pending product into the marketplace.   

For more information:

Inventors

Michael Hewett

Orondo, WA

PH: 206-335-0905

Email: info@umbrellaware.com

www.umbrellaware.com

888-627-7747  /  888-MARS-RISING
www.themarsrisingnetwork.com  •   BBB A+ 5 Star Consumer Rating
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